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Abstract: In this paper we present a tool ((Me) for compositional model
checking of real-time systems. (M( is based on a completely different method 
compared to existing real-time verification tools (HYTECH, KRONOS, UP
PAAL). After a description of the method, we illustrate its efficiency by con
sidering two examples : the Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol and a railroad 
crossing system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the last decade, model-checking has turned out to be a useful and 
successful technique for the verification of temporal properties in finite state 
systems. More recently, serious attempts have been made to extend the success 
of model-checking to the setting of real-time systems, with timed automata [2] 
as models. The major obstacle for the model-checking approach is the well
known state explosion problem due to parallel composition (as in the untimed 
case) and also to time encoding. Several heuristics have been proposed to over
come this problem: symbolic model-checking [10], on-the-fly technique [6, 19], 
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efficient data-structures for time constraints [17, 4]. These and other tech
niques have been implemented into tools (KRONOS [22], UPPAAL [19] and 
HYTECH [ll]) and a number of industrial case studies have been analyzed and 
verified using these tools [12, 13, 5, 20, 9]. 

In [16] we proposed a first compositional model-checking technique, which in 
a number of practical examples seems to avoid the state explosion problem. In 
this method, we never construct nor examine the global (symbolic) state space 
of a real-time system modeled as a network (All .. . IAn) of timed automata. 
Rather, when checking the system for a property r.p, the components AI, ... , An 
are gradually removed from the network and incorporated into the formula; 
thus, the component An could be initially transfered from the network into the 
property r.p yielding a new quotient property r.pIAn which expresses the precise 
property which has to be satisfied by the remaining network (All· .. IAn-I) 
in order that the original property r.p holds for the complete system. Now by 
repeatedly quotienting components from the network into the formula, we will 
finally be faced with the problem of establishing that the process nil (a process 
capable of performing no action at all) satisfies the last formula. A key point 
of this approach is to develop efficient simplification strategies in order to keep 
a small size of the quotiented formula. 

In this paper we extend the compositional method in several ways. Firstly, 
we develop the method to a larger class of timed automata (with invariants and 
atomic propositions). Secondly we introduce a completely new (and consider
ably more efficient) quotient construction and specific simplification techniques 
adapted to our formalisms. Finally we present (M( a new real-time verification 
tool implementing the compositional method. 

Plan of the paper: we first introduce the formalisms used in (M( : networks 
of timed automata used for the modeling of real-time systems, and the timed 
modal logic Lv for specifying properties. We then present the quotient construc
tion together with the simplification strategies emphasizing those dealing with 
clock constraints. Finally we illustrate the method with two examples. The 
first example is Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol [1, 21], which is a classical 
benchmark in this domain. Here our results both demonstrate the efficiency as 
well as the limits of the compositional approach. The second example is the 
railroad crossing system. In this example, Lv proves to be an extremely conve
nient specification language, and our results proves that compositional method 
is useful for arbitrary systems and not only for networks with a symmetrical 
structure as in Fischer's protocol. 

NETWORKS OF TIMED AUTOMATA 

Let A be a finite set of actions and AP a finite set of atomic propositions. We 
denote by N the set of natural numbers and by R the set of non-negative real 
numbers. e denotes the set of delay actions {f( d) IdE R}. If C is a set of 
clocks, B( C) denotes clocks constraints over C, that is the set offormulas built 
using boolean connectives over atomic formulas of the form x t><I m or x - y t><I m 
with x,y E C, mEN and t><IE Moreover B-(C) denotes the 
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Figure 1.1 The Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol modeled with timed automata 

restriction of B( C) to the boolean value true and to the conjunctions of atomic 
formulas of the form x CXl m with x E C and I><IE <, ::;}. A time assignment v 
for C is a function from C to R. We denote by R the set of time assignments 
for C. For v E R C and dE R, v + d denotes the time assignment which maps 
each clock x in C to the value v(x) + d. For C' C, [C' >--t O]v denotes the 
assignment for C which maps each clock in C' to the value 0 and agrees with v 
over C\C'. Whenever v E RC, u E RK and C and J{ are disjoint, vu denotes 
the time assignment over C U J{. Given a condition g E B( C) and a time 
assignment v ERe, we note v F= g when g holds for v. We define the timed 
automata (TA): 

Defini tion 1 A timed automaton A over A is a tuple (N, 170, C, E, I, 111 v) where 
N is a finite set of nodes, 1]0 is the initial node, C is a finite set of clocks, 
E N xB( C) xA x2c x N corresponds to the set of edges: e = (1], g, a, r, 1]') E E 
represents an edge from the node 1] to the node 1]' with action a, r denotes the 
set of clocks to be reset and g is the enabling conditioTl (the guard) over the 

clocks of A. We use the notation 1] 1]'. Moreover I : N >-t 2AP is a labeling 
function of nodes with atomic propositions. Finally I11v : N >--t B- (C) is a 
function assigning an invariant to each node. 

Exanlple 1 Consider the automata V, PI and P2 in Figure 1.1. The automaton PI 
has four nodes, ai, bl , CI and CSI, one clock XI and three edges. The edge between bl 

and CI has ":= 1" as action, {XI} as reset set and the enabling condition for the edge 
is XI < 1. Node h has the invariant XI < 1 to enforce progress from the node before 
one time-unit elapses. The default invariant (for nodes ai, Ci and cs I) is true. 

Note that the automaton V is a "classical" automaton {without clock}. 0 

A state or a configuration of an automaton A is a pair (1], v) where 1] is a 
node of A and v a time assignment for C. Informally, the system starts at 
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node TJo with all its clocks initialized to 0 (i.e. with the time assignment vo). 
The values of the clocks may increase synchronously with time as long as the 
invariant requirement Inv(TJo) holds for the current values of the clocks. At 
any time, the automaton whose current node is TJ can change node by following 
an edge (TJ, g, a, r, TJ/) E E provided the current values of the clocks satisfy g. 
With this transition the clocks in r get reset to O. Formally the semantics of A 
is defined as a labeled timed transition system: 

Definition 2 A labeled timed transition system over A is a tuple S = (5, so, -t 

, I), where 5 is a set of states, So is the initial state, 5 x A U e x 5 is 
a transition relation and I : 5 t-+ 2AP a labeling function. We require that for 

any s E 5 and d E R, there exists at most one state sd such that s sd. 
Moreover if sd exists, then sd' exists for any 0 :S d' :S d. Finally (sd)e = sd+e. 

The labeled timed transition system associated with A is SA = (5A,0"0, --+A), 
where 5A is the set of states of A, 0"0 is the initial state (TJo, vo)' and --+A is 
the transition relation defined as follows: 

(TJ, Vi) 

f(d) 
(TJ, V)....:....:r(TJ', Vi) 

iff :3 (TJ, g, a, r, TJ/) E E s.t. v F 9 , Vi F Inv(TJ') and 
Vi = [r t-+ O]v 

iff TJ = TJ' and Vi = V + d and (v + d) F Inv(TJ) 

The labeling with atomic propositions is defined by: I ((TJ, v)) = I( TJ). Note that 
the condition (v + d) F Inv(TJ) in the second rule implies that for any d' s.t. 
o :S d' :S d we have (v + d') F Inv(TJ) because invariants are conjunctions of 
x < k or x :S k formula. 

Real-time systems may be modeled as parallel composition of timed au
tomata. Following [14] we suggest a composition parameterized with a syn
chronization function generalizing a large range of existing notions of parallel 
compositions. Let A1 , . .. , An be n timed automata. A synchronization function 
1 is a partial function (AU {.}) x ... x (AU {.}) Y A, where. denotes a distin
guished no-action symbol (for any i and TJ E Ni, we assume (TJ, 11, ., 0, TJ) E Ed· 
In fact, 1 is an n-ary synchronization function with renaming. We denote by 
(All .. . IAn)! the parallel composition of A1 , ..• ,An w.r.t. the synchronization 
function f. A network configuration is a pair (ij, v) where ij = (TJ1, .. . , TJn) is 
vector of nodes and v is a valuation for C = UiCi, i.e. the clocks of the network 
(we denote by Vi the restriction VI C,) . 
The semantics of (All . . . IAn)! can be defined as a labeled timed transition 
system whose states are the configurations of the network and the transitions 
are given by the two following rules: 

f(d) 
(ij, v) ....:....:r (ij, v + d) iff Vi E {I, ... , n}, (TJi, Vi) (TJi, Vi + d) 

b -
(ij, v) --+ (TJ', Vi) iff Vi E {I, ... , n}, (TJi, Vi) (TJi, vi) s.t. ai E Au {.} 

and Vi = ... and l(a1, ... ,an) = b 

Note that the first rule stipulates that all clocks increase synchronously. The 
atomic proposition labeling is done in a natural way: I((ij,v)) = Uil(TJd. 
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Figure 1.2 A prefix of an execution for F P. 

Example 2 Consider again the automata V, PI and P2 of figure 1.1. This system 
describes Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol: two processes (modeled by PI and P2) 
both try to reach a critical section (CSI and CS2 resp.). To guarantee mutual exclusion 
of the critical sections, PI and P2 share a variable (modeled by the process V) which 
can be assigned to 0,1 or 2 by the processes. Moreover the current value of V can be 
read by the two processes. 

The protocol can now be modeled by the parallel composition FP = (1/IPdP2)f with 

f the ternary synchronization function defined as follow: f( = 0, = 0, e) f( = 0, e, = 

) d'l f( ) d'l f . { } d f( ) d'l . ° == 0, a, a, e = a or any a In = 1,:= 1 an a, e, a = a for any a In 
{= 2, := 2}. The values of f correspond to the name of the visible action. 
The coordinate systems in Figure 1.2 indicates (some of) the states of the system 
F P. Each point of the coordinate systems represents a unique time assignment for 
Xl and X2, with the coordinate systems representing states involving the nodes config

urations (VQ,al,a2), (vQ,al,b2), (vQ,b l ,b2) and (vl,c1,b2) respectively. We indicated 

the following transition sequence: (( VQ, aI, a2)' (0, 0)) ((va, aI, a2), (1.3, 1.3)) 

((vQ,al,b2),(1.3,0)) ((vQ,al,b2),(1.5,0.2)) ((vQ,b l ,b2 ),(0,0.2)) '" 0 

SPECIFYING TIMED SYSTEMS IN (M( 

In our tool CMC, specifications of real-time systems are given as properties of 
the timed modal logic Lv [16). This logic may be seen as a fragment of the 
logic TI' of [10) allowing only maximal fixed-points. Even though this restriction 
only enables safety properties to be specified and rules out liveness properties in 
general, it is still expressive enough to specify time-bounded liveness properties. 
In many real-time applications this is precisely what we wanted. Avoiding 
alternations of fixed-points also simplifies our model-checking algorithm. 

Definition 3 Let ]{ a finite set of clocks, Id a set of identifiers, AP a set of 
atomic propositions, and A a set of actions. The set Lv of formulae over K. 
Id, AP and A is generated by the following grammar: 

'P 1\ 1jJ I 'P V 1jJ I (a) 'P I [a) 'P I (S) 'P I [S) 'P I Z 

I x in 'P I x + m [XJ y + m' I x [XJ m I ap I --.ap 

where a E A; x,y E K; m,m' E N; IXlE {=,<,::;,>,2:}, Z E Id and 
ap E AP. 
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(il, v, u) F'D <P 1\ 

(il, v, u) F'D (a) <P 

(il, v, u) F'D (6) <P 

(il, v, u) F'D [6] <P 

(il, v, u) F'D X t><J m 
(il, v, u) F'D x in <P 

(il, v, u) F'D Z 
(il, v, u) F'D P 

(il, v, u) F'D Aj:p 

iff 
iff 

iff 

iff 

iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 
iff 

(il, v, u) F'D <P and (il, v, u) F'D 
3 (ii', v', u). (il, v) (ii', v') and (ii', v', u) F'D <P 

3d E R s.t. (il, v) (il, v + d) and 
(il, v + d, u + d) F'D <P 

Vd E R, (il, v) (il, v + d) implies 
(il, v + d, u + d) F'D <P 
u(x) t><J m 
(il, v, [{x} O]u) F'D <P 
(il, v, u) belongs to the maximal solution of Z = V(Z) 
3i s.t. P E l(TJd 
pEL (TJj) 

Table 1.1 Semantics of LI/' 

Note that we can easily define new operators as tt, if, <P => (if no identifier 
occur in <p). The meaning of the identifiers is specified by a declaration V 
assigning a formula of LI/ to each identifier. Given S = (All .. . IAn)j a network 
of TA, we interpret the formulas of LI/ with respect to extended configurations 
(il, v, u), where (il, v) is a configuration of Sand u is a time assignment for K. 
Whereas the classical modal operators (a) and [a] deal with action transitions, 
the operator (6) (resp. [6] ) denotes existential (resp. universal) quantification 
over delay transitions. 
The ]{ clocks are so-called formula clocks, used as stopwatches for measuring 
the time elapsing between states (specified as properties) of the system. The 
formula clocks increase synchronously with the automata clocks. The formula 
(x in <p) initializes the formula clock x to 0 and the formula (x t><J m) are used to 
compare the value of x in the current extended configuration with an integer 
value. 
Finally, an extended configuration satisfies an identifier Z if it belongs to the 
maximal solution of the equation Z = V(Z). The atomic propositions can be 
of the form p or Aj : p (to specify that p holds for component Aj) and they can 
be in the scope of a negation. The formal definition of LI/ semantics is given in 
table 1.1 (V and [a] are dual cases of 1\ and (a) ). 
Within LI/ we may express a number of classical temporal (and timed) proper
ties. Let B be a subset of A. We have the following derived operators: 

• A LWAYSs (<p) expresses that <p holds from any state reachable using ac
tions of B and delay transitions. The AG operator of CTL corresponds 
to ALWAYSA . ALWAYSs(<p) can be defined by the following equation: 

X <p 1\ i\ [a]X 1\ [0] X. 
aES 

• <PI Untils<P2 corresponds to the weak until operator of temporal logic ("<PI 
holds unless <P2 holds, when following delay transitions and actions within 
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B"}. To define UntilB, we can use the equation: 

X t,p2 V (t,pl /\ [J'] X /\ 1\ [a]X). 
aEB 

• t,pUpTo d ("t,p will hold during at least d time units, whatever the per
formed transitions") can be expressed with: x in (t,pUntil.A(x > d)}. 

Example 3 Let MUt(1,2) be the specification stating that PI and P2 can never reach 
the critical section at the same time (see example 2). To write such a specification 
we need to label the CSj nodes by the atomic proposition CS. We have: MUt(1,2) = 
ALWAYSA(...,PI :CSV""P2:CS) withA={=O,=1,=2,:=1,:=2}. 0 

COMPOSITIONAL MODEL-CHECKING 

Quotient Principles 

Recall from the Introduction that we are interested in constructing t,pIAn such 
that (All .. ·IAn) F t,p if and only if (All ... IAn - l) F t,pl An. A first quotient 
construction for LII (dealing with timed automata without invariant nor atomic 
proposition) has been defined in [16] and a more efficient quotienting for a 
sublogic La has been given in [18, 15]. Here we present this new quotienting 
extended to LII . 

A network of timed automata is described by using a n-ary synchronization 
function but it is easier to consider binary synchronization between An and 
the remaining part to define the quotient construction. Since our synchroniza
tion function allows renaming, we can easily decompose a parallel composition 
(All·· ·IAn}j as: ((All .. . IAn-t}jIlIAn}jl where f' (resp. I") is a binary (resp. 
(n - l)-ary} synchronization function. 

In table 1.2, we define the quotient construction (the cases [a]t,p and t,pV'IjJ are 
dual cases of those presented), with the following convention: (e) t,p = [e]t,p = t,p. 
Moreover the formula r in t,p with r = {CI, ... , CI} G stands for CI in ... Cl in t,p. 
We have the following theorem I: 

Theorem 1 Let AI, ... ,An be n timed automata (Ni, TJ;,o, Gi, Ej, ii, Invj). Let 
t,p be a LII formula over the set of clocks K, all over an action set A. Let 
((p, TJ)' VW, u) be an extended configuration of ((All .. . IAn-t}jIIAn}j with v E 
RUi<nGi, wE RCn and u E R K , then we have: 

((p,TJ), VW, u) F'P t,p if and only if (p, v, wu) F'PI TJ 

Note that the clocks in Gn become formula clocks after the quotienting. More
over the quotienting rule for variables may increase the number of equations 
(in the declaration V' compared with the declaration V) since it creates a new 
variable Z" for any variable Z in t,p and any node TJ of the quotiented automa
ton. In order to avoid trading the acknowledged explosion problem of the global 
state space with a similarly harmfull explosion problem in the size of quotient 
formulas, it is essential that we find strategies for simplifying formulas. Note 
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zl TJ = Zf/ 
I 

((a)'P) I, TJ = V 9 t\ (r in Inv(TJ')) t\ (b) (r in 'PI, TJI) 

(x fXl c)1 TJ = (x fXl c) 
I 

I [0] 'PI, TJ = [0] (Inv(TJ) => 'PI, TJ) 

(P : 0:)1, TJ = { ; 
(P : 0:) 

(x in 'P)I, TJ = x in ('PI, TJ) I 

iff P = An t\ 0: ELAn (TJ) 
iff P = An t\ 0: lAn (TJ) 
iff P =f An 

(0:)1 TJ = { tt 
I 0: 

iff 0: ELAn (TJ) 
otherwise 

Table 1.2 Structural definition of quotient 'PI TJ with TJ a node of An. 
I 

that contrary to the quotient defined in [16] we do not quotient the formula for 
any node and any clock region since we insert explicitly guards into the formula 
(and not only their truth value w.r.t. the regions). This explain why such a 
quotient is much more compact and more efficient than the first one. 

Example 4 The quotient of MUt(1,2) by the automaton V is (Xo, V') with V': 

Xo 
XI 
X2 

gg 

gg 

("'PI :CS V "'P2 :CS) /\ [= O]Xo /\ [:= l]XI t; [:= 2]X2/\ [8] Xo 
("'PI : CS V ..,P2 : CS) /\ [= l]XI /\ [:= l]XI /\ [:= 2]X2 /\ [8] XI 

("'PI : CS V ..,P2 : CS) /\ [= 2]X2 /\ [:= l]XI /\ [:= 2]X2 /\ [8] X2 

o 

Now, let 1r be the binary synchronization function completely specified by 
1r(., a) = a for all a E A (i.e. the left argument to 1r is completely ignored). 
Then it is easy to see that any timed automaton A is strongly bisimilar 2 to the 
network (niL!A)7r and hence can be proved to satisfy the same formula of Lv. 
Using this observation, the quotient construction can be used to obtain alter
native model-checking algorithms for L" as follows: A F 'P ¢:} (niliA)7r F 'P 
¢:} nil F 'PI A. Due to the projective nature of 1r it is clear that 'PI A contains 
no action and it is easy to build a special purpose 
for the simple automaton nil. 

Note that the quotient definition would support the introduction of negation 
in the logic (by a simple propagation) and this would allow to use minimal 
fixpoint in the specification and then increase its expressive power. Nevertheless 
such an extension would require to adapt the simplification rules. 
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Simplification Strategies 

We have seen in the previous section that repeated quotienting leads to an 
explosion in the formula. This phenomena was already observed in [16, 18, 15] 
and in the untimed case in [3]. An efficient way to avoid this explosion consists 
in applying simplification rules after each quotient. 

First we need simplifications to tackle the explosion due to the parallel com
position (occurring with the quotienting of the variables). This can be done by 
using the classical rules already used in the untimed case: 

• Boolean Simplification. Formulas may be simplified using the following sim
ple boolean equations and their duals: if A If' == if, tt A If' == If', (a)iF == if, (6) if == if, 
x in if == if, (a)1f' A [a]iF == if. 

• Constant Propagation. Identifiers which are declared to either tt or if may 
be removed while substituting their definitions in other equations. 

• Trivial Equation Elimination. Equations of the form X [a]X are easily 
seen to have X = tt as solution. More generally, X can be replaced by tt when 
If'[tt/ X] 3 (with X If') can be simplified to tt. 

• Equivalence Reduction. If two identifiers X and Yare equivalent (i.e. are 
satisfied by the same timed transition systems) we may collapse them into a 
single identifier. 

Secondly we have to add special simplifications to deal with the clocks con
straints. Indeed the major problem in the real-time systems analysis consists 
in the treatment of time encoding: simplifying test or reducing the number of 
clocks used in the specification can be crucial to succeed in the verification of a 
system. We developed several strategies which have been evaluated with (Me. 
Here we present two simplifications which can be combined together and which 
lead to interesting results. The main idea is that we are interested in the truth 
value of a specification If' for extended configurations (8, uo) (with 8 a network 
configuration) with all formula clocks equal to zero. Using this information, it 
is sometimes possible to simplify the tests inside If': 

• Hitzone Reduction. Consider the formula If' = [a] (x > 1). Clearly If' is 
equivalent to [a]ffor any extended configuration (8, uo) because no a-transition 
can modify the value of the formula clock x (which is still equal to 0 after the 
transition). A more complex example is: 1/! = [6] (x> 1 ==> [a] x < 1); for the 
same reason,1/! is equivalent to [6] (x> 1 ==> [a] if). 
Given a specification If', the principles of Hitzone reduction is to compute for any 
test t occurring in If' the clock constraints St (i.e. the set of time assignments for 
the formula clocks) which are effectively needed to evaluate the truth value of 
If' for any (8, uo). Given this information (obtained by a fixpoint computation) 
we can simplify by tt (resp. if) the tests t for which the truth value is true (resp. 
false) for every time assignment in St. 
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A more interesting example is the simplification of I{) = (Xo, 'D) with the 
following declaration 'D: 

Xo def [a] (Xl in Xd 1\ [a] Xo 
Xl def [b] (X2 in X2 ) 1\ [a] Xl 
X 2 def Xl X2 1\ [a] X 2 

An observation of the declaration shows that the truth value of X2 is always 
considered from Xl after a reset of X2 or from its own definition. Then the 
test Xl X2 in X2 will always be equal to tt, therefore X2 becomes a trivial 
equation and therefore Xl too. Finally Xo can be reduced to tt . 

• Constraint Reduction. Another way to simplify the tests inside the formula 
is to compute the constraint associated to each variable X, that is the set of 
timed valuations which can satisfy the tests in its definition. For example, the 
constraint of X X < 11\ (a}(y < 2) is [x < 11\ Y < 2]: for any extended 
configuration (1], v, u) satisfying X, we have u F= X < 11\ Y < 2. Each Lv op
erator has its own rule to propagate the constraint and a fixpoint computation 
is necessary to obtain the final constraint of any variable. For example, the 
constraint of a variable X X < 11\ ... 1\ [a] X will be empty and X is then 
equal to if. 

Finally it is possible to combine the Hitzone and the Constraint redusctions 
to simplify the tests inside the formula. Note that these two simplifications 
assume that the formula clocks and automata clocks are disjoint: we assume 
that the action transitions do not modify the value of formula clocks. Without 
these simplifications, we could use automata clocks in formula. 

Example 5 Recall Example 2. Without simplification (except boolean reductions) 
the quotient specification mut12t V t Plt P2 contains 18 identifiers. Applying the 
minimization strategies of the CMC tool we find that mut12t V t P1t P2 is equivalent 
to It. Then the property holds for the system. 0 

o Why it is efficient? Quotienting immediately followed by the various sim
plification strategies often allows to dismiss parts of the quotiented component 
which are irrelevant to the specific property in question. Also, the iterative 
strategy allows to deal with clock constraints after each quotienting i.e. before 
considering all clocks of the system, thus making simplification easier and more 
efficient (this will be clearly illustrated by Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH (M( 

The compositional method has been implemented in the CMC 4 tool (written 
in C++) : it contains a command language and an environment to define 
networks of TA and Lv specifications, and several functions to build quotient, 
to simplify formula (every reductions described in the previous sections has 
been implemented) ... Moreover it contains a Check procedure to decide if a 
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formula holds for the nil process. It is also possible to verify if two timed 
automata without invariant are bisimilar. 

In this section we present two examples verified with CMe. The first one is 
Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol, which is a benchmark in the timed veri
fication area. This example is interesting because it shows both the power of 
compositional approach and its limits. Here we address the two classical ver
sions of the protocol and we present a third one. 
The second example is the train crossing example. Its purpose is to show that 
Lv is an expressive specification language: we write a short specification in
cluding safety properties, bounded liveness property etc. Moreover, whereas 
Fischer's protocol has a symmetrical structure potentially making the com
positional approach more efficient, the train crossing example has no special 
structure thus showing that the method is not limited to special systems but 
can be applied to arbitrary networks of timed automata. 

Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol 

Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol described in the example 2 is a bench
mark of the verification of timed systems. Consider n processes Pi, the prob
lem is to verify that at any time at most one process can access its criti
cal section: we want to verify that for any i,j E {l, ... ,n} with i #- j, 
Mut(i,j) holds for the initial configuration of the system. Remember that 

Mut(i,j) ALWAYSA(-,Pi :CSi V -,Pj :CSj). 

In order to verify Mut(I,2) efficiently, we need to carefully choose the order 
in which the processes are quotiented. In fact, since Mut(I,2) only directly deals 
with the processes V, PI and P2 , we may hope that quotienting these three 
components will suffice for determining the truth value of the formula. Using 
CMC, we start by quotienting V, then PI and finally P2 • The simplification 
rules allow to deduce tt ! To evaluate the efficiency of the method we give the 
size of the specification (i.e. the number of variables). For example, we have 
the following computation 5 for n = 100: 

I Quotient by . . . I VlOO II PI II P2 

I Size of specification: I 202 ....... 8 102 II 404 ....... 8 202 II 800 ....... 8 O(tt) I 

These results can be read as follows: The quotient of Mut(1,2) by VlOO gives a 
specification with 202 variables which are reduced to 102 after the simplifica
tions, then the quotient by PI gives 404 variables which are reduced to 202, and 
finally the quotient of P2 gives 800 variables which are reduced to the single 
formula tt. 
Of course a complete verification needs to do such a computation for any 
Mut(i,j) but by choosing the right order for removing the components the pre
vious result shows that the method can be successfully applied. Note that the 
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:= 0 
Reset! 

Pi Pi 
Complete version Revisited complete version 

Figure 1.3 The complete version of Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol and a variant. 

compositional approach is very efficient in this case: other existing real-time 
verification tools cannot verify this protocol with more than 15 processes. 

In fact the previous version of Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol is not the 
complete protocol. The complete version is cyclic and is described on the left 
part of figure 1.3. The main point is that a process using the critical section 
can leave it and then reset the variable V. This version is much more difficult 
to verify. Indeed if we quotient MUt(1,2) (in which we add a term [:= O]X in the 
conjunction) by V, PI and P2 , we cannot deduce tt (contrary to what we claim 
in [15]) because at this step we know, thanks to the synchronization function, 
that other processes can perform the := 0 action and we have no information 
about when they can perform it. Typically if P3 was just a process able to 
reset V at any time, then P2 could access the critical section at the same time 
as Pl. Then for this version of the protocol, we need to quotient all processes to 
finally deduce tt. And in this case, we cannot avoid the explosion of the size of 
the specification and we are limited to small systems. We obtain the following 
computation for 6 processes: 

Note that for this version, the newest BDD approach proposed in [7] for KRO
NOS can deal with 14 components. Nevertheless we can consider a third version 
of the Fischer protocol. It is described in the right part of the figure. The main 
idea is to see the reset of the variable as a reset of the protocol: when a process 
leaves the critical section, then it resets the variable and all processes receive 
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I Train! I Train2 I Controller I Counter I Gate II visible action I 
App! • App?Incr! Incr? • App 
- App! App?Incr! Incr? • App 

Exit! • Exit? Reset! Reset? • Exit 
Exit! • Exit?Decr! Deer? • Exit 

• Exit! Exit? Reset! Reset? • Exit 

• Exit! Exit?Decr! Deer? • Exit 

• • GoUp! • GoUp? GoUp 

• • GoDown! • GoDown? GoDown 
i • • • • I 

• I • • • I 

• • • • I I 

Table 1.3 Synchronization table for (Train 1 I Train2 I Controller I Counter I Gate). 

this signal and go back to their initial state. To obtain such protocol it is 
sufficient to synchronize the Reset action over all processes. Note that the pro
tocol is still cyclic and if such a change simplifies the protocol, it remains quite 
reasonable. In this case, we succeed 6 in applying the compositional approach: 

I Quotient by . . . I V1DD II P1 II P2 

I Size of specification: I 202,.....,.s 102 II 404,.....,.s 301 11 1194,.....,.s 0 I 

The train crossing example 

We now present a version of the classical railroad crossing example to illustrate 
the expressive power of Lv. The network of timed automata (Trainl I Train2 I 
Controller I Counter I Gate)! in figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 models a train crossing: 
The trains can send an App! (resp. Exit!) message to a controller to inform 
it of their arrival in (resp. departure from) the section before (resp. after) 
the gate. The gate can receive orders from the controller and can change its 
position (open or close) in at most 10 seconds. 
The controller uses the same strategy as the one presented in [8]: the idea is to 
count the number of trains which are staying between the App point and the 
Exit point and to use this information to decide if an Exit! message has to 
be followed by a GoU p! order. To model this strategy we use the automaton 
Counter whose nodes correspond to the possible values (bounded by 2). The 
synchronization function is given in table 1.3 and has to be read as follows: 
An App action of the system corresponds to a App! action performed by one 
of the trains, a App? Iner! action of the controller and a Iner? action of the 
counter. Note that the distinction between Reset? and Deer? allows us to 
deduce whether there remains only a single train in the section. 
In this example, we use name of nodes as atomic propositions. 
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I Train21 

20 < Xl < 30, i 
Xl f- 0 

before 
[Xl < 30] 

on 
[Xl < 20] 

10 < Xl < 20, Exit! 

20 < X2 < 30, i 
X2 f- 0 

on 

I Counter c I 

before 
[X2 < 30] 

[X2 < 20] 

10 < X2 < 20, Exit! Iner?,Deer 
Reset? 

Figure 1.4 The trains and the counter. 

ExU?Decr! ExU?Decr! 
App? [ncr 

GoDown! 

App? [ncr! He f- 0 

Figure 1.6 The controller. 

Reset? 

Deer? 

Specifying with Lv. An important point of (M( is the expressivity of its 
specification language, Lv, which allows application specific properties to be 
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expressed concisely. The aim of this part is to illustrate this point by specifying 
the train crossing example. Clearly we expect the following two properties to 
hold: 

• "When a train is on the rail crossing, the gate is close". This property 
can be expressed by the formula: 

'Psafe = ALWAYSA ((Train1 : on V Train2: on) =:> Gate : Close) 

• "The gate is open in at most 81 seconds after an Exit signal if no train 
approaches the railroad crossing inbetween". We can use the formula: 

'Plive(Jd = ALWAYSA [[Exit] (z in [(z < Jt) UntiIA\AppGate: open]) ] 

Note that the restriction on the set of allowed actions in Until is useful in 
capturing the "if" part of the informal statement of the property. 

However, in addition to the application specific properties above, we also want 
to ensure that the model is realizable or physically valid and possesses no 
unreasonable behavior: 

• "There is no deadlock in the model: it is always possible to wait for some 
delay such that an action (App, Exit, i, GoUp, GoDown) is enabled". 
We can use 'Pno_dl with: 

'Pno_dl ALWAYSA [(15) ((i)tt:V(App)ttV(Exit)ttV(GoDown)ttV(GoU p)tt) ] 

• Bounding the counter with 2 is sufficient: "the error state is not reach
able". This can be expressed by 'Perr ALWAYSA (,Counter: error). 

• Actions App?, Exit?, GoDown? and GoUp? correspond to the reception 
of signals: they have to be enabled when a corresponding signal can be 
sent (unless this could prevent possible behaviors). The property clearly 
holds for App and GoDown but it is unclear for Exit? because there 
is no transition Exit? from up node in the controller. We can use: 

'Psignal ALWAYSA ((Exit!) tt => (Exit?) tt). 
Note that to verify this property we have to add in the synchronization 
table that an Exit! (resp. Exit?) signal can be performed by one of 
the train without synchronization (resp. by the controller with actions 
Exit? Reset! or Exit? Deer! with a synchronization over Counter actions). 
Being able to express such a property with Lv is important because it gives 
a good help for the model construction. 

Results. For our train example, we have the following results 7: 
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/Traint I /Train2 I /Controller I /Counter I /Gate Check Res. I 
"Psaie 12_.7 I 30_,27 I 65_.59 48_.40 I 116_.0(11:) Yes 

I "Plive(70) 17_.17 I 55_.55 I 141_.127 96_.76 I 216_.0(11:) Yes 

I "Plive(65) 17_.17 I 55_.55 I 141_.127 96_.76 I 216_.77 17 it. No 

"Pno.dl 14_.14 I 66_.50 I 154_.112 98_.65 I 237_.83 7 it. Yes I 
"Perr 6_.6 I 27_.27 I 65_.59 I 48_.0(11:) I Yes 

"Psignal 11_.10 I 40_.33 I 79_.68 I 61_.42 I 124_.51 5 it. Yes 

The column "Check" contains the number of iterations (of the fixpoint com
putation) used by the Check procedure to decide if so/Traint/Train2/Controller 
/Counter/Gate holds for the nil process when the formula has not already been 
reduced to tt or if by the simplifications. The last column gives the final answer 
(Yes or No) for S f: so. 
Note that for SOarr it is not necessary to quotient all automata: the analysis 
of a subpart of the system allows to verify that this formula holds for the system. 

CONCLUSION 

Since the introduction of the compositional method in [16], substantial improve
ments have been achieved. In particular, the tool (M( presented in this paper 
offers a collection of new simplification heuristics adding to the efficiency of the 
overall method. Partially based on the experimental results of this paper, our 
conclusion is that (1) the compositional method is efficient and not limited to 
special types of networks of timed automata and (2) the timed modal logic L/I 
constitutes a convenient specification language. 

The future development will concern the elaboration of new simplifications 
(based on partial evaluation of formula) and an optimization of the data struc
ture to encode the clocks constraints. 
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Notes 

1. The proof is omitted due to space limits but it is very similar to the proofs of [16, 18] 
but a long version of this paper including the proof is available by email. 

2. We extend the notion of strong bisimulation to require that delay transitions are 
matched by delay transitions of equal time-quantity. 

3. "P[1I:/ X] is the formula obtained by substituting all occurrences of X in "P with the 
formula It. 

4. CMC can be obtained by sending an email tofltlsv.ens-cachan.fr. 
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5. This has been done in few minutes on a SUN Ultra Sparc 1 with 64 Mb memory 

6. This computation takes approximately one hour on a SUN Ultra Sparc 2 with 512 Mb. 

7. All these results have been computed on a Sparc Ultra 1 with 64 Mb memory in few 
seconds except for 'Plive(65) which needs appro x 6 minutes. 
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